Abstract: Android ransomware is one of the most threatening attacks nowadays. Ransomware in general encrypts or locks the files on the victim's device and requests a payment in order to recover them. The available technologies are not enough as new ransomwares employ a combination of techniques to evade anti-virus detection. Moreover, the literature counts only a few studies that have proposed static and/or dynamic approaches to detect Android ransomware in particular. Additionally, there are plenty of open-source malware datasets; however, the research community is still lacking ransomware datasets. In this paper, the state-of-the-art of Android ransomware detection approaches were investigated. A deep comparative analysis was conducted which shed the key differences among the existing solutions. An application programming interface (API)-based ransomware detection system (API-RDS) was proposed to provide a static analysis paradigm for detecting Android ransomware apps. API-RDS focuses on examining API packages' calls as leading indicator of ransomware activity to discriminate ransomware with high accuracy before it harms the user's device. API packages' calls of both benign and ransomware apps were thoroughly analyzed and compared. Significant API packages with corresponding methods were identified. The experimental results show that API-RDS outperformed other recent related approaches. API-RDS achieved 97% accuracy while reducing the complexity of the classification model by 26% due to features reduction. Moreover, this research designed a proactive mechanism based on a high quality unique ransomware dataset without duplicated samples. 2959 ransomware samples were collected, tested and reduced by almost 83% due to samples duplication. This research also contributes to constructing an up-to-date, unique dataset that covers the majority of existing Android ransomware families and recent clean apps that could be used as a labeled reference for research community.
Introduction
Computers and electronic devices are vulnerable to viruses and all kinds of attacks. In early days of computers, users used to suffer from different malicious attacks like viruses, spywares, trojan horses, worms, etc. But the first ransomware documented in 1989 was a new variant of trojan called AIDS (Aids Info Disk) Trojan. That trojan hid the directories and encrypted the names of the files. Then, it displayed a notification to "renew the license" of a fake software and required a payment to unlock it [1] . It is important to note, however, that even if the victim pays the requested ransom, it is not guaranteed that the captive data will be reachable again.
A pronounced trend in recent years has been shifted towards ransomware [2, 3] . In 2016, due to a vulnerability in the Windows operating system, the ransomware WannaCry affected more than 150 countries and an estimated 300,000 people worldwide over a weekend [4, 5] . The estimates for the potential costs from this hack was $4 billion [6] . Furthermore, Verizon's 2017 data breach investigations report 2017 [7] announced that 72% of all healthcare malware attacks in 2017 were ransomware.
It is known that ransomware mostly targets Windows computers but, as stated by SophosLabs 2018 Malware Forecast [8] , this year witnessed an amount of crypto-attacks on different devices and operating systems including Android. According to the same report, Android ransomware is expected to continue to increase and dominate as the primary type of malware on Android platform in the coming year. Also, Android ransomware is especially severe because private information and photos are kept on Android mobiles. Android noticeably continues to increase its sizable lead over iOS and other operating systems in the world [9, 10] as it occupied 76.61% of the market share in 2018 [11] . The share of the Android platform presented in Table 1 shows that Android dominated the market for the three recent years. As more users shift to Android devices, cybercriminals are also turning to Android to inflate their gain. This change makes Android the most growing targeted mobile platform [12] in the coming years. Given the critical expansion of ransomware attacks, it is imperative to develop a detection technique against them. Therefore, anti-viruses are used to shield the devices against ransomwares. In general, most of the anti-viruses use signature-based approaches to detect and defend devices against ransomware which is not sufficient and limited to only known malicious apps [13] . The signature based approaches must be complemented with more complex methods that provide detection of unknown malicious apps.
Furthermore, there is no fully trusted secure platform to download totally clean apps including Google play store as many apps passed the Google play checks [14] [15] [16] . What makes it worse, even if organizations pay the ransom, there is a big chance they would not have their data back. Like in an experienced ransomware incident nearly one in three of the organizations who paid the ransom did not recover their files [17] . Also, by paying the ransoms, the organizations could be marked by the attackers as "easy target," increasing their chances of being attacked again in the future [18] .
According to the way of discrimination, studies can be categorized into two kinds: static and dynamic analysis. Also, machine learning approaches have been utilized in many works to detect malware and ransomware in more sophisticated mechanisms. Works presented in [19] [20] [21] used static and/or dynamic analysis for detecting malware while other research [22] [23] [24] focused on ransomware detection.
The available technologies defending ransomware are not enough as new ransomwares employ a combination of techniques to evade anti-virus detection. Also, the literature counts only a few studies that proposed methods to detect Android ransomware in particular [25] . These research works have approached different static and dynamic methods to detect ransomwares [23, 24, 26, 27] .
There are plenty of open-source malware datasets, however, research community is still lacking of ransomware datasets. Unfortunately, the available approaches are based on ransomware datasets with replicated samples [23, 24, 26] , which may affect the detection results and distort their accuracy. As a result building a unique ransomware dataset without duplicates samples is a demand to be a reference for research community.
Static analysis is an effective mechanism in any Android malware or ransomware detection system [28] and API calls feature is a key static metric that is utilized to identify malicious behaviors [29] [30] [31] . Therefore, this paper provides a deep analysis of API calls to investigate the extent of their influence on the accuracy of the detection process. In this study, we propose a feature-based system called API-based ransomware detection system (API-RDS) to provide a static analysis paradigm for detecting Android ransomware apps. Current state of knowledge was inspected to explore different approaches of ransomware detection. The API-RDS enhanced the available techniques that verify the presence of ransomware based on API packages used. Furthermore, the proposed API-RDS is designed based on a high quality unique datasets to detect the attack incident with high discriminative power for the application before it is installed and harms the mobile devices. The app under test will be classified as a benign or a malicious app, resulting a prevention of cybercriminals from encrypting/locking the assets in Android devices.
As part of the development of API-RDS, all released API-calls were traced in recent published Android apps including benign and ransomware apps. Their frequencies were reported and then analysed to provide the researchers and developers with the list of significant API calls that need to be considered in their detection systems. Additionally, API packages associated to benign or ransomware apps were analysed to highlight methods that are related to encryption and locking attacks. We elaborated specific API features of Android ransomware in details such as android.app.admin API and javax.crypto packages. Then, the approved API-calls list was tested and evaluated by applying data mining techniques after constructing unique datasets of API-calls for both clean and ransomware Android apps. API-RDS reduced the features set to improve the performance of machine learning process by eliminating weakly relevant features. The resulted prediction model showed high detection rate of ransomware apps that reached 99.4% by considering only the key API-calls that were selected in this research. The resulted prediction model was then integrated to the API-RDS components to provide the detection service. API-RDS was evaluated and its performance outperformed existing API-based approaches in terms of accuracy and complexity.
API-RDS detection service could be provided as a stand-alone service like mobile app or website. Also, API-RDS could be injected with other static/dynamic detection services to increase even the service efficiency in terms of accuracy and complexity as can be elaborated in Figure 1 . Additionally, the resulted datasets including apps' samples and API-calls datasets for both benign and ransomware apps can be shared and utilized by researchers and developers. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Propose API-based ransomware detection system (API-RDS) that distinguishes ransomware apps from benign apps before running the app and prevent the malicious executable from damaging the device.
• Provide high accuracy of ransomware detection. • Provide efficient approach since it depends on static analysis which does not need an emulator or sandbox. Consequently, saving the cost in the deployment environment.
•
Recognize the important API packages that highly influence the detection of Android ransomware.
Create unique, labeled ransomware and benign datasets without repetitive samples.
• Reduce the complexity of the machine learning model in comparison with other state-of-the-art research work.
This paper is further outlined as follows: Section 2 is a brief review of Android apps and malicious applications analysis. Section 3 presents research publications that are related to Android ransomware detection. After that, Section 4 elaborates the methodology of API-RDS. Data collection is described in Section 5. Section 6 reveals the proposed API-based ransomware detection system (API-RDS). The evaluation of API-RDS is presented in Section 7 and Section 8 concludes the paper.
Background
Before we describe the ransomware framework and detection, it is essential to understand Android app and how it works. Android applications are written in java programming language and distributed as ".apk" files. APK file is a compressed file (ZIP file) that includes the following:
• AndroidManifest.xml file: defines the capabilities of the application and informs the Operating System about the other application's components. All permissions are defined in this file like accessing contacts and Bluetooth.
• Dalvik executable or classes.dex file: all java classes and methods in the application code are repacked into one single file (classes.dex).
• Several of .xml files: define the user interface of the application.
• Resources: include all external resources associated with the application (e.g., images).
API Calls
API is an acronym that stands for application programming interface. APIs provide different methods and interfaces that allow software components to communicate with each other. These APIs are also used to access the key features and data within Android devices. In general, API framework comprises of a set of API packages that contains specific classes and methods. By looking into API components calls, we may explore the behavior of an app and report its capabilities. However, in many cases, the API calls used by security attackers are hidden using cryptography, reflection or dynamic code techniques. Consequently, increasing the difficulty of analyzing the app.
Ransomware
Ransomware is a type of malware that keeps the data encrypted or locked until ransom is paid to the attacker. Usually, the cybercriminals request payment to be paid in digital currency such as bitcoins to avoid getting caught. In general, ransomwares become increasingly noticed in the last of the year 2000. Initially, the vast majority of ransomware victims were Windows desktop users. After a while, ransomware emerged to different platforms, including Android, iOS and other operating systems. Years ago, the market was dominated by misleading applications where many ransomwares masquerade. Ransomware can lurk not only in un-trusted source downloads but it can also hide in Google Play apps and can even spread through exploit kits using yet-unknown vulnerabilities. Moreover, many of ransomwares were designed to pose as anti-virus software.
There are two main types of ransomware; crypto ransomware and lock screen ransomware. The crypto ransomware encrypts the user's data and files so decrypting them requires the key used to encrypt them. While locker ransomware prevents users from accessing their data by locking the device's screen.
Ransomware attacks common scenario starts with the user downloading a fake app from Google Play store or any third party marketplace. It can also arrive as a payload either dropped or downloaded by other malware. Generally, the ransomware attack contains three main phases: gain execution, block access and the last phase is victim notification of ransom message (see Figure 2) . Over the past years, ransomware attackers have invented many techniques to their malicious codes to evade detection by anti-viruses and security tools. However, ransomwares have some common characteristics that may help detection tools to expose them. In References [23, 32] , the authors identified a set of ransomware malicious behavior characteristics in Android environment that includes:
• 
Malicious Application Analysis
Most of the anti-viruses use signature-based approaches to detect and defend devices against ransomware which is not sufficient for many reasons [24] . The first reason is that the attack should be captured before and already exists in the anti-viruses databases. Also, the advanced approaches of the new ransomwares such as obfuscation, dynamic code loading and self-altering are potent at avoiding anti-virus detection [33] . Even simple string renaming in the ransomware source code may prevent the anti-virus from identifying the ransomware. Moreover, signature-based detection is inefficient in terms of battery power consumption which is a scarce resource in mobile devices since it needs a comparison of each signature with all signatures in the database.
In research community, there are two standard approaches for the analysis of malicious applications; static and dynamic. Static analysis works on the principle of decompiling the application APK and inspecting the code and its related metadata. It is performed in non-runtime environment seeking for different features extracted from the manifest file and the code. These features include code flaws, signatures, permissions, API calls, and so forth. Static analysis feature detection overcomes the signature-based anti-malwares because it can detect unknown and new malicious samples. Another advantage is that static approach had reduced the cost with reasonable performance compared to dynamic approach [34] . Also, it inspects the content of the application code thus, can achieve full code coverage [35] . A lot of research [19, 24, 36] admits that static analysis alone is ineffective in detecting and predicting the maliciousness of an application behavior. Dynamic analysis, on the other hand, performed while an application is running on real or virtual machine to trigger the behavior of the app. Dynamic detection analysis technique can be used along with static analysis in order to capture the actual application behavior [37] . Also, the dynamic approach utilized because the static analysis is not capable of analyzing applications where the code is dynamically loaded at run time [24] . Besides, static analysis detection could be evaded by basic obfuscation techniques. Dynamic approach captures real time behaviors such as user interaction, incoming calls and memory dumps.
Machine Learning Algorithms
Many of the machine learning algorithms could be used in the context of classifying Android applications. The algorithms used in this research are discussed below [38, 39] . One of the most popular classification algorithms is Random Forest. In Random Forest, the set of predictor is set randomly and root-mean-square ξ is calculated in Equation (1):
where O i is observation and Γ are tree responses. The prediction ρ for the random forest is defined as seen in Equation (2).
where ρ is predication based on random forest and Γ j is jth tree-response which are randomly distributed samples; while k is a total number of runs. Another algorithm is Decision Tree (J48) which works on Gain, Entropy and pruning. Pruning Entropy E and Information Gain G are already defined in the decision tree, while pruning is calculated through finding the error rate e. If error rate e is greater than parent then pruning is done; else splitting is done. So, e will be calculated based on error rates, E and the total number of samples (N) as shown in Equation (3).
whereas f = E/N, while ξ will be calculated through confidence level as shown in Equation (4) .
where c is referred as the confidence level. The sequential minimal optimization algorithm (SMO) is a fast simple method for training support vector machine (SVM). SVM works on hyperplane represented using Bias and weighted vector. Distances on vector are calculated as seen in Equation (5) .
where N represents training examples while ϑ is known as the weighted vector. ϑ 0 is referred as bias.
ϑ T is a training sample weighted vector to be taken from N. Another classifier is Naive Bayes classifier which selects the classification Θ t that is most likely for the features f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , ..., f n as shown in Equation (6) . (6) where P( f i | Θ j ) is an estimate using κ estimates as can be seen in Equation (7).
where as
• κ is the total sample size • e s the total sample that have f = f i and Θ = Θ j • e is total number of sample where
Related Work
There is a lot of research on proposing solutions for malicious behavior detection. Some solutions adopt static analysis of malware and others resort dynamic analysis. On the other hand, some solutions decided to utilize both static and dynamic analysis to produce high detection rate of malicious incidents.
Years ago, different static approaches were proposed such as TaintDroid [40] , DroidRanger [41] and RiskRanker [42] to detect malware behaviors. But, most of them relied on manually crafted detection patterns that were not able to detect new malware and caused high performance cost [43] .
The authors of Reference [21] proposed DREBIN, which is considered one of the first approaches that provide malicious code detection directly on Android mobile devices. The authors used static-based machine learning system to discriminate malware from trusted applications. Linear SVM was considered for classification. Some indicator features extracted from the applications' APKs including IP addresses, sensitive API calls, permissions, and so forth. DREBIN, however, could not detect run-time loaded and complicated malicious applications [43] .
Yang et al. [44] developed a prototype called AppContext that was able to detect malicious apps based on static analysis. The authors collected 633 benign apps from Google Play and 202 malware apps from various malware datasets. AppContext managed to classify the applications using machine learning in addition to the contexts that trigger security-sensitive behaviors. On the other hand, AppContext, was weak against dynamic code loading. Also, labeling each security-sensitive behavior was effort and time consuming [45] .
Tam et al. [13] on the other hand, introduced CopperDroid which applied both dynamic analysis and machine learning to detect malware. Real time system calls performed by the application were captured by CopperDroid to differentiate between ransomware, malware and trusted apps. CopperDroid works by running Android application in sandbox and recording all system calls, especially IPC (inter-process communications) and RPC (remote procedure call) interactions to understand the app and detect any maliciousness behavior. However, some types of malware are smart enough to recognize the virtual environment and act as benign app which causes false positives.
Akhuseyinoglu and Akhuseyinoglu [34] proposed AntiWare which is a features-based malware detection system. The features extracted by Antiware are permissions in addition to Google Market data including developer name, download time and users' ratings. The Machine learning methods used the extracted features to test automatically Android apps and then communicate the results to the user. The main drawback of Antiware is its full reliance on Google market data and the requested permissions. The market data is not reliable as many applications are developed by different vendors every second. Moreover, permissions by its own are not efficient enough to detect malicious apps.
Recent research [19] applied dynamic classification for Android apps based on the frequency of system calls. A syscall-capture system was built to capture and analyze the behavior of system calls made by each app during the run time. The authors analyzed 100 application samples; half of them were malicious and the rest were benign. They aggregated the outputs for all applications into one dataset. Then, J48 Decision Tree and Random Forest classification algorithms were applied and they achieved accuracy level that reached 85% and 88% respectively. Also Wang et al. [46] proposed a prototype called Droid-AntiRM that uses dynamic analysis to detect malicious apps. Droid-AntiRM identifies malware codes that utilize anti-analysis techniques. The prototype was able to identify the condition statements in Andoird applications that could trigger the malicious acts of malware. However, Droid-AntiRM could not deal with dynamic code loading, encryption, or other complicated techniques.
All of the above-mentioned works focused on malware detection. Unfortunately, there were very few studies of ransomware apps. The HelDroid tool [23] was developed in 2014 and was the first method that initiated ransomware detection in the Android platform. The goal of this tool was to analyze Android ransomware while paying attention to multiple typical behaviors of ransomware. HelDroid includes NLP (Natural Language Processing)-based text classifier features, a lightweight smali emulation technique for detecting locking scheme and the application of taint tracking to detect file-encrypting flows. Besides, this tool works on static analysis of the ransomware using techniques like monitoring encryption calls and intimidate ransom text. They were able to identify rightly 375 ransomware on a dataset formed by 443 samples.
The main shortcomings of HelDroid are the high dependency on text classifier which is not always available and it cannot be applied on all languages especially the ones that do not have specific phase structure like Chinese, Korean and Japanese. Moreover, it can be avoided by applying encryption or any other code obfuscation techniques [47] . Finally, its detection capability depends on the training dataset [32] .
Yang et al. [22] presented another detection approach and introduced some static and dynamic features that could be utilized in malware analysis in general. Features such as permissions, API calls flow and APK Structure were suggested to be used in static analysis. Whereas, access to sensitive data or paths, access to HTTP server, charge user without notification and bypass permissions features could be part of the dynamic analysis. The authors provided the design of their approach but without any implementation or testing. The authors analyzed one ransomware sample and listed the steps of APK analysis as a concept but without implementation which was not enough to prove the efficiency of the proposed design.
Zheng et al. [27] proposed a preventive countermeasure ransomware detection system called GreatEatlon. GreatEatlon is like an extension from HelDroid [23] with a concentration in crypto ransomware. The authors improved the ability of text threatening detector to scan images besides plain text. This approach has the same flaw as HelDroid, it assumes the text/image availability and it is ineffective with languages missing phase structures. For encryption detector, GreatEatlon checks AndroidManifest.xml then meta-data file for dangerous policies. After that, it scans source code which is computationally demanding. Additionally, authors performed forward and backward analyses to discover malicious reflection which was, according to authors, "not enough because in several samples the hard-coded method name was obfuscated". They used different classifier models to evaluate their approach and reported they have better performance than HelDroid.
Song et al. [48] aimed to detect abnormal usage of processor and memory usage as well as I/O rates. They recognized the ransomware behavior by dynamically monitoring processes and specific file directories. Their approach based on two modules: file monitoring and process monitoring. The file monitoring inspects input/output operations on files such as reading, writing and deleting files while the process monitoring checks processor status information for each process. However, their goal is to reduce the damage of ransomware and not to prevent it. Also, this approach is not immune against locker ransomware beside they evaluated their solution on one self-developed sample.
Likewise, Mercaldo et al. [25] suggested an approach for ransomware detection based on formal methods. In general, formal methods are used to automatically verify the correctness of a system with respect to a desired behavior. So, the authors of Reference [25] proposed converting the Java bytecode of the application into calculus for communicating systems (CCS) statements to express behavioral properties of ransomware. They tested a dataset composed of 2477 samples of real-world ransomware and good applications. This approach is manual and requires human analysts to build logic rules and identify ransomware related instructions used for classification, which is considered one of its main issues [49, 50] . R-PackDroid [24] is another work that explores the ransomware detection in Android devices. R-PackDroid is a static analysis approach that is able to classify Android applications into ransomware, malware or benign based on the system API packages and using random forest classifier. R-PackDroid outperformed the previous approach (HelDroid) by detecting ransomware regardless of the application's language. Also, it succeeded to flag the applications that could not be recognized as ransomware with high confidence by the VirusTotal (https://www.virustotal.com) service.
Ferrante et al. [49] introduced a hybrid method to extinguish ransomware that combines static and dynamic analysis approaches to resist ransomware. In static analysis, they examined an app during installation and looked for opcodes occurrences. While in dynamic approach, the behavior of the app is observed taken into account CPU usage, memory usage, network usage and system calls. They evaluated their method using 3058 mobile applications, 672 applications were containing ransomware.
Gharib et al. [51] proposed a similar approach for static and dynamic analysis. They experimentally presented a framework called DNA-Droid that relies on static analysis to classify apps into suspicious, malware or trusted. The framework achieved a good detection rate compared to HelDroid [23] and R-PackDroid [24] . Only apps that are classified as suspicious will be then examined by the dynamic analysis to determine if they are ransomware or not. Main disadvantage of DNA-Droid is applying dynamic analysis only to suspicious applications which could result in having malware that bypassed the static analysis due to obfuscation. Also, the dynamic analysis could take up to five minutes to monitor the behavior of a ransomware application.
Similar to Reference [25] , Cimitile et al. [52] suggested formal methods for detecting ransomware by converting bytecode to CCS processes. They implemented a tool called Talos that invokes the CCS model checker to inspect a specific ransomware module behavior. Two formal representation for ransomware behavior performed: obtain admin privileges and encryption process instructions.
Chen and others [26] presented real-time detection tool of ransomware based on interaction with the user interface (named RansomProber). They inspected user-intent based on UI (User Interface) widgets of related activities and coordinates matching with finger movements. Besides, they observed encryption behavior based on information entropy to measure the degree of data transformation. They tested their approach on their own collected ransomware dataset and achieved a high accuracy compared with HelDroid and some anti-virus tools. However, this approach concentrates on encryption capabilities of crypto ransomware.
As can be seen, the current methods are investigating applications and looking for different malware and ransomware characteristics that help to distinguish malicious applications. The first work of detecting ransomware was in 2015 which was late compared to the advanced knowledge for inspecting Android malware in general. Unfortunately, ransomware app engages in activity that appears similar to benign applications such as encrypting files and pop up notifications (to ask for the ransom) which could be mistakenly considered not destructive [26, 53] . Therefore, it is important to find out characteristics that lead to ransomware detection before the damage is done. These characteristics could use dynamic features such as launching a root exploit, sending background SMS messages, CPU usage and memory usage [22, 42, 48, 49] . User permissions were also used to indicate malicious activities for Android applications [34, 41, 51] . Other methods track real time system calls [13, 19] and user data [49, 54] .
Static analysis was also used to overcome the dynamic analysis issue that many malicious apps are aware of the emulated surroundings and therefore could decide to not exhibit malicious behaviors. Invoking API methods, for example, lockNow() and onDisable() can also be considered as suspicious behavior [23, 27] . Other authors [24] tracked the occurrences of inbuilt API packages and accordingly predicted the maliciousness of application. Table 2 shows a comparison among state-of-the-art methods in ransomware detection in terms of static or dynamic analysis, detection approach, feature set, machine learning classifier, ransomware dataset, publicly accessibility and year. It can be observed that most of the described approaches used HelDroid ransomware dataset.
Additionally, we checked some ransomware samples in HelDroid dataset and inspected that there are two samples shown in Table 3 have different hashes but exhibit identical behavior and belongs to the same ransomware according to Kaspersky [55] . Therefore, we were enthusiastic to clean the dataset from overlapping samples and verify if that would affect the result of detection when using this dataset. 
Methodology
The scope of our research is to study how API packages are utilized by attackers to encrypt files or locking the mobile device. This research examined these API calls after removing identical instances to see if we could find differences between ransomware and clean apps concerning these API packages calls.
The methodology in this paper has four stages; Data collection, Proposed API-based ransomware detection system (API-RDS), Evaluate API-RDS and finally Provide API-RDS Services. Figure 3 shows the overall workflow of the methodology with the corresponding system structure and components. The main functionalities of these components include:
• The following sections explain in details each stage with all its components.
Data Collection
Data collection stage involved three steps; inspect current ransomware detection methods, collecting android applications and specify API-packages calls that will be tested.
Inspect Current Ransomware Detection Methods
Here we inspected the current state-of-the-art approaches including substantive findings, as well as theoretical and methodological contributions to Android malware/ransomware protection approaches. The goal was to shed key differences among them. Particularly, we investigated the ransomware features utilized by these approaches to identify the existence of ransomware behavior. Also, we pointed out common ransomware datasets used in their experiments. This step discussed and summarized in Related Work Section 3.
Android Applications
Benign and ransomware apps were collected as apk files from different sources. Benign apps were downloaded from Google play store (https://play.Google.com/store) from top downloaded apps (free apps). These apps belong to different categories such as shopping, games and social communication. Google Chrome extension called APK downloader was used to download apps from Google Play store.
Collecting ransomware samples was one of the main parts of our research. We were constrained with the number of ransomware apps available. If we found more ransomware apps, we might end with a larger dataset as adding more benign apps was not an issue. Ransomware samples were collected from four sources: HelDroid project [23] , samples provided by Chen et al. (RansomProper project) [26] , Virus Total and Koodous (https://koodous.com/apks). We captured samples from HelDroid project that provides hashes for different ransomware apps from different families without providing the samples itself. Thus, we downloaded the ransomware apps by searching their hashes in koodous project which is a collaborative platform for Android malware and ransomware [56] . There are 672 ransomware samples exist in HelDroid project; however, we successfully downloaded 345 samples. The remaining 327 samples were either not available in Koodous or duplicated versions of the same exact hash value (32 samples). These samples collected from December 2014 to June 2015.
The authors of RansomProper project [26] provided us with a newer collection of ransomware samples which includes 2258 samples from 15 different families. These families cover many ransomware features such as locking screen, encrypting files and threatening messages [23, 26] .
Another source of ransom samples was VirusTotal service with 694 samples submitted to this service between 2017 and 2018. VirusTotal provided us with a collection of malicious Android apps. These apps were not categorized into a specific malware category such as banking malware, spyware or ransomware. To identify only ransomware applications, we determined the samples that were detected by at least five anti-virus engines (AV) with labels containing the name of a ransomware family or the keyword 'ransom'.
The last source of ransom samples was Koodous with 40 ransomware samples downloaded from their website. During apps installation, we made sure that all samples downloaded through Koodous held the tag (tag:ransomware) to ensure these are ransomware samples. Also, these samples were tested in VirusTotal to confirm that they are identified as ransomware by at least five anti-virus engines. The following are the initial datasets: 
API-Packages Calls
In this paper, API packages belong to Oreo Android release (API 27) were considered. There are 199 API packages in this release. A description of these APIs is available in Android documentation (https://developer.android.com/reference/packages). API calls occurrences have been shown to represent the application's ransomware behavior effectively [23, 24] and therefore we adopted API packages occurrences as discriminating features to detect ransomware presence to be the input to the data mining experiments. We consider these API packages as the set of characteristic features of ransomware to detect the patterns of ransomware behavior and distinguish it from benign apps as in Reference [24] .
Proposed API-Based Ransomware Detection System (API-RDS)
To propose the ransomware detection system (API-RDS), we went through three steps: datasets construction, conducting deep analysis of API calls and building API-RDS predictive model.
Datasets Construction
Dataset-R and Dataset-B samples that were collected in the data collection stage, need to be processed to be adequate for data mining tools. Dataset construction process started by applying reverse engineering to the android applications to access the source code of the apps then parsing the code to obtain API calls occurrences. Finally, the data cleansing phase was implemented to remove duplicate apps and reduce the dataset volume. Figure 4 shows the phases of datasets construction. 
1.
Preprocessing/reverse engineering: All apps were downloaded as apk files which is a single zipped file that holds all of that application's code (.dex files), resources, assets, certificates and manifest file. So, we need to decompile apk file to be able to discover the behavior of an Android application and reveal its components, structure and methods. Apktool was used to decompile all .apk files. This step is called reverse-engineering where the output of Apktool is a collection of smali code files. Smali code is an understandable form of code in smali language similar to Java that we used Notepad++ to read. Apktool was installed from Github website (https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/). In this paper reverse engineering and decompilation terms are used interchangeably. In fact, many errors found while decompiling apps samples with Apktool, especially for ransomware samples.
In Dataset-R as in Table 4 , 2959 ransomware samples were successfully decompiled among 3337 apps (total of samples from all sources). A few benign apps had errors compared to ransomware apps while decompiling using Apktool.
In particular 19 apps in Dataset-B experimented decompilation error. Accordingly, all corrupted apps were removed to avoid faulty output during parsing phase that may affect the final results.
Parsing applications/Feature extraction:
Scanning or parsing comprises searching for API packages calls in smali files resulted from Apktool. API packages calls being searched are previously identified in the data collection stage. We looked for the exact matching of API packages name strings in each ".smal" file for each application and counted their occurrences. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the parsing phase. A crawling python script was developed based on this algorithm to scan all applications' smali files and count the occurrences of the set of API packages then save their values in ".csv" file. Frequency feature extraction method was followed to count the occurrences of a string term in a sequence (smali file in our case) [57] . We counted the occurrences of 199 API packages belongs to API 27, so initially there were 199 features in the dataset. Mathematically, we can define a finite set S = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } to represent API packages frequencies for each application where x i is the frequency of the ith API package in that application [58] .
Algorithm 1 Count occurrences of API packages of one application
Input: appFolder(Decompiled APK application folder) Output: Feature set (occurrences of each API call in smali files) 
content← openRead("file.smali") 6: for each APIpackage in APIList do 7: occurrence ← count of APIpackage keyword in content 8: featureSet[x]← featureSet[x] + occurrence 9:
x ← x + 1 10:
end for 11: end for 12: save featureSet[ ] of this app in csv file
3.
Data Cleansing: Data cleansing phase includes two stages. One to have a high quality dataset with unique instances and the other is reducing the features set to speed the training and to have more accurate results.
•
Removing duplicates
It is essential to have a high-quality dataset, and one significant aspect that may disrupt the data quality is data duplication, which affects the data mining results. After scanning and counting the number of each API package occurrences for feature extraction, we discovered that many samples have the exact same number of API packages calls. This may indicate that these are the same apps but with different hashes meaning; we have multiple instances in the dataset referring to the same Android app (or app with the same functionality). This could be a result of malware polymorphism technique which is used by attackers where they made some changes to the application in order to derive different hash in order to evade detection by signature based anti-viruses [59] . These apps eventually could have the same feature set for API calls and therefore need to be removed from dataset to avoid duplication [60] . One of the main contributions of this work is offering a clean ransomware dataset without duplicate apps. Removing duplicated data is necessary to have accurate and consistent data where irrelevant features have a negative impact on machine learning [61, 62] . Therefore, we eliminated the repeated samples from the dataset. There were no identical instances in benign apps, on the contrary, many ransomware samples have duplicates. As a result, the instances in the ransomware dataset were significantly reduced. Specifically, in Dataset-R, we had 2959 ransomware samples resulted after prepossessing phase. However, after removing duplicated instances we only had 500 unique ransomware samples showed in Table 4 . Meaning, almost 83% of the ransomware samples were removed due to samples duplication. • Feature set reduction Feature set reduction is concerned about irrelevant and redundant features. Mainly, features are classified into strongly relevant, weakly relevant and irrelevant features [63] . Having fewer features reduces the time of training where a large number of features may lead to a higher computational cost [64] . Also reducing feature vectors improves the accuracy of prediction and the performance of machine learning algorithm [65] .
As we count the occurrences of API packages calls in each Android application, we found that some API packages have zero occurrence in many applications. Meaning, these API packages were not requested by specific apps. If the number of occurrences of an API package call is equal to zero in all samples, that API package will be deleted from the features set. In our dataset, among 199 APIs in API 27 Android release, we found 26 API packages that had never been called in benign nor in ransomware apps. Such packages are considered irrelevant features and could be removed [66] . Therefore, we removed these packages from the features set. Figure 5 shows these eliminated packages. There are 173 API packages left after removing the irrelevant packages. Figure 6 shows a snapshot from the Dataset-R where there are 173 features which belongs to API 27 beside the app's Identification and classification features. The following constructed datasets could be supplied to users, researchers and developers:
1.
Android benign dataset
This dataset includes samples of more than 500 benign applications downloaded from different categories in Google play store.
2.
Android ransomware datasets One dataset contains the hashes of all tested 2959 ransomware applications. Also, another dataset can be provided that contains 500 hashes of unique ransomware applications. 3.
API-Packages calls dataset
This dataset provide API-packages calls (belong to Android API 27) occurrences in 500 benign and 500 ransomware apps.
Conduct Deep Analysis of API Calls
After constructing the datasets (Dataset-B and Dataset-R), we analyzed API packages calls to recognize the key packages that are highly differentiating benign and ransomware apps. The analysis conducted on both ransomware and benign datasets which includes 1000 samples in total. First, we separately investigated API packages occurrences in benign and ransomware apps and showed the top desired API packages. Also, we investigated the requested and never requested APIs. Finally, a comparison was made between the API packages occurrences in benign and ransomware in addition to specifying significant distinctions between them.
The dataset was previously prepared to analyze API packages calls and highlight the differences between ransomware and benign apps. This section includes statistics of API packages in ransomware apps and benign separately and then compare different extents of the API packages occurrences between ransomware and benign samples. In the experiments, 500 ransomware and 500 benign Android samples were scanned to get statistics on all API packages belong to API 27 (199 packages).
Benign Applications
There were 26 API packages out of the 199 packages had never been called in clean apps. Therefore, those 26 packages were eliminated from further analysis.
Some of API packages are popular in benign apps while others were rarely imported. Figure 7 shows the percentage of occurrences for 173 API packages (APIs with at least one request) used by benign apps. These figures reveal, generally, there is a high demand for many API packages. Figure 8 illustrates the top 30 requested API package by all benign apps. As expected, the package java.lang was called in all benign apps since it includes classes that are essential to the design of Java programming language. Classes like System, Math and String are all belong to this fundamental package. Also, reflection is a popular java feature in Android as it allows to get information about classes and components while an app is running and modify them. The reflection API java.lang.reflect includes classes and interfaces that can be used to dynamically load code at runtime [67] . The package java.lang.reflect was called in all benign apps except one. One possible reason for this high percentage that developers need to target devices running different versions of Android to specify what classes/methods are available before trying to use it [68] . Another core java package is java.util which was highly requested by benign apps with 99.6%. This is expected as this package facilitates dealing with arrays, text formatting and other legacy functionalities.
Similar to java.util, the packages android.os and android.app were requested by 99.6% of benign apps; where these packages are primary to provides essential OS services and Activity class, respectively. Other packages such as android.content and android.content.res are related to content and how Android display them are also highly needed by apps with 99.6% of total benign apps. Moreover, java.nio as well as java.io are used to read/write data and were commonly requested too by benign samples. Also, the packages java.util.concurrent and java.util.concurrent.atomic were presented in the majority of benign samples. Both packages are essential for synchronization programming. In particular, java.util.concurrent provides classes to implement multi-threaded applications and java.util.concurrent.atomic used to enable thread-safe programming.
The package java.util.regex that is used to support regular expressions was also highly requested by clean applications with 98% occurrences. Moreover, the packages android.view, android.text, java.text, android.widget, android.graphics and android.graphics.drawable were all highly requested by benign apps with more than 97% of scanned samples. This high percentage could be due to the necessity of these packages to provide classes either to style text or to provide elements to design app's screen. The package android.util was also expected to be in the list too because it involves general features such as string/number conversion methods, date/time methods, base 64 encoders and decoders and XML utilities which are common methods in Android apps. Many apps need to access contact and calendar information; therefore it is required to import android.provider API. This package existed in the top 30 requested APIs as it is called by 98% of benign apps under test.
The database package android.database was also imported in most of the benign apps (98.6%). Most often, apps handle database either internally or externally, in both cases, the apps must request the database package. If an app needs to handle data from a database or requires to load data from a remote server, it is common to use the network connection. Thus, most benign apps as well requested android.net and java.net packages. Confirming the hypothesis, benign apps under test called android.net and java.net packages with 98.6% and 98.4%, respectively.
Another package used for web surfing is android.webkit. This package is primary to display web pages inside Android application, as anticipated, it was used frequently in most of apps with 97.6%. The package android.content.pm was also in the top 30 packages because it includes the classes needed to get information about the application's permissions, activities and signatures which are commonly used by Android apps. An additional popular package that provides fundamental classes for permissions and other Manifest elements is the android package. This package was imported nearly in most benign apps (99.2%). Further, many benign apps contain audios and/or videos which require classes belong to android.media API. The tested benign apps confirmed this hypothesis with 97.4% of them requesting the package android.media. About 98.4% of benign apps requested java.security that could be due to the developers' need to secure their apps. This package includes many built-in features that reduce security issues like code signing and encryption. Likewise, java.lang.ref was preferred by many apps as it includes classes needed to interact with the garbage in order to perform caching.
It is worth to mention that there are three main encryption API packages according to the official Android website [69] . These packages are javax.crypto, javax.crypto.interfaces and javax.crypto.spec. The basic API javax.crypto is used to access many cryptographic methods that can be utilized to obfuscate and deobfuscate the malicious payload. This package imported by the majority of benign apps with 93.8% of the total apps. Also javax.crypto.spec was highly requested in 88.4% of apps. While the package javax.crypto.interfaces called in only five apps with 1% of total apps. It is normal to observe encryption APIs in benign apps since many apps involve cryptographic activities belong to these APIs to increase the security of their apps and not to intent to harm the users and their devices.
Ransomware Applications
There were 68 API packages never called by ransomware apps. These APIs were eliminated from further analysis in this section. Figure 9 shows the occurrences percentage for 131 API packages (APIs with at least one request) used by ransomware apps. The top 30 API packages requested by ransomware apps were identified and listed in Figure 10 . The most requested and frequently used package was java.lang with an average of 15,928.96 calls. As mentioned in benign section above Section 6.2.1, this is a common package for java programming language. The package android.telephony was in the top 30 list packages requested by ransomware apps. More than half of ransomware apps (66.6%) called android.telephony. This package includes features to keep track of phone data such as network type and connection state. Also, it can be indicative of evasion [67, 70] . Figure 11 shows an example screenshots of one ransomware app (MD5: 77ADB4D5A4F8AF9B8A6D23676848C6) handling many function calls from this package. Different methods such as getDeviceId(), getNetworkOperator() and getSimCountryIso() which are all belong to the class TelephonyManager were found in the app. These methods could be employed to exploit information from the device and sent later to a remote server to build user profile and track the victim like in SimpleLocker ransomware family. In particular, SimpleLocker ransomware sends the IMEI number and other phone information besides the user's encrypted files to command and control server [71] . Likewise, Koler ransomware sends the IMEI of the infected device regularly to the C&C server [55] . Also, the method getDeviceId() founded in the same ransomware sample in Figure 11 belongs to the package android.telephony, which is a common method to retrieve the required IMEI number [72] . Moreover, requests to the class TelephonyManager could be an indicator of malicious activity, as reported in a previous study [73] in which the authors revealed that 96.7% of their malware samples imported this class.
Encryption API packages javax.crypto and javax.crypto.spec existed in the top 30 packages requested by ransomware apps. Both encryption packages were called by more than half of the ransom samples. Also, we observed that all ransom apps which requested javax.crypto also requested javax.crypto.spec and vice versa. It is important to ensure the fact that not all ransomware apps have encryption capabilities (crypto ransomware). Some ransomware apps are lockers which only block the screen of infected devices which explains the moderate percentage of encryption packages.
It is also worth noting that the API android.app.admin was in the top 30 list too with 50.8% occurrences among the ransomware apps. This package includes classes such as DevicePolicyManager which can be used to gain administrator privileges for example to lock screen, wipe data or initiate a factory reset of the device.
The API package org.json was also in the list of top 30. The malicious use of this API could be utilizing the class JSONObject to store sensitive information in the form of JSON object and leak information to an outside server [74] . Additionally, the package java.security.spec requested by 43.4% of the ransomware apps. This package used classes for keys and parameters specification in cryptographic algorithms. Another API package is android.annotation which includes annotations to suppress some warnings when handling feature added to new Android API levels.
Comparison
The API packages that appear on the top 30 API packages in both benign and ransomware apps are listed in Figure 12 . These API packages called in ransomware apps with different extents than benign apps; mostly less frequency in ransomware apps. Beside these APIs, there are other API packages in the top 30 of ransomware calls that are not in the top 30 calls of benign apps and vice versa. When observing APIs in ransomware and benign apps separately, we could make false declarations especially when looking into the top 30 apps. Because, generally, the occurrences percentage of API packages in ransomware apps is less than benign apps. For instance org.json package was in the top 30 APIs for ransomware apps while not in the top 30 list of benign although the percentage is 45.8% in ransomware and 96.4% in benign. Therefore, we need to dig deeper and compare every API package individually.
By looking to area chart in Figure 13 , we can see the API frequency of ransomware (in red) compared to benign apps(in green). The area clearly shows the high frequencies of APIs requests from benign apps compared to ransomwares. This could be due to the size difference between the benign and ransomware samples as in general benign apps are bigger (in terms of source code) than ransomware apps.
We studied some API packages which had a significant gap in frequency between ransomware and benign and also examined the packages related to security and encryption. Figure 14 reports the distribution of some interesting API packages in terms of occurrences in both benign and ransomware apps. The most interesting package with a big gap between benign apps was android.app.admin. This API was called in almost half of the ransomware apps (50.8%) in contrast with only 8% of benign apps. It provides device administration features at the system level which might be used by attackers to exploit Android devices with the ability to lock the device. Yet, this functionality can be used for legitimate purposes such as remote device administration in enterprise scenarios [23] . The package android.app.admin includes an instance/class called DevicePolicyManager which was also requested by 50.6% of ransomware samples. After digging deeper, we found that the class DevicePolicyManager was used on the same samples that called the android.app.admin which may indicate that the reason for calling this package is to be able to use the class DevicePolicyManager.
DevicePolicyManager class invokes many methods that could violate Android device security. This class may call lockNow(), wipeData() and other methods which were scanned and studied and come out with the results below:
• DevicePolicyManager class invokes the lockNow() which is a public method that locks the device immediately as if the lock period has expired. Thus, it can be used as a remote lock strategy. To command lockNow(), the app must have the tag <force-lock/> in </uses-policies> section of its meta-data. Moreover, an application with the policy <force-lock/> may exploit the built-in PIN screen to lock the device screen [75] . The force-lock tag was spotted in 28.8% of ransomware samples while found in two benign samples out of 500 (0.4%).
• Also, DevicePolicyManager class invokes the wipeData() which is a public method that clears all the data in the device. For this method to work, the app must have requested the policy wipe-data in its meta-data. This tag appeared in 24.2% of ransomware apps while only included in one benign app (0.2%). Furthermore, the only benign app that has the tag <wipe-data/> is called Phone Guard which is an app locker or app protector against user threats. In Phone Guard, policies tags <force-lock/>and <wipe-data/> could be used to protect users' data when the device is lost. Therefore, we may assume that, in common cases, legitimate apps do not request the method wipeData() or invoke wipe-data tag in its meta-data.
Moreover, javax.security.auth and javax.security.auth.login packages appeared in 4.2% of ransomware apps. In contrast, these packages appeared in 0.2% and 0.4%, respectively, in benign apps. The package javax.security.auth involves classes to handle authentication and javax.security.auth.login mostly used to get a pluggable authentication framework. Also, javax.security.auth.callback called in 4.4% of ransomware while in 1.2% of benign. Also, it includes PasswordCallback class that allows to retrieve passwords.
Encryption API packages were investigated as well to get more insights about a ransomware behavior. javax.crypto is the primary package used to access many cryptographic methods that can be used to obfuscate and deobfuscate payloads. This package was highly requested with 88.4% of the benign apps but used in 57% of ransomware apps. It is important to state that not all ransomware apps are crypto ransomware and this package is essential to access encryption methods needed by legitimate apps as well. Another encryption API is javax.crypto.spec appeared in 57% of ransomware apps where these apps also called javax.crypto. In benign apps, javax.crypto.spec imported more than ransomware with 88.4% of the total.
However, it is prevalent that crypto app needs to get file names in order to get access to each file and encrypt it. So, we investigated the method getFileNames() to see if it appears in the source code of the apps. We found that this method was requested by 6.6% of ransomware and by only three of the benign apps (0.6%). This might be a flag that this could be a crypto app but it also could be a false positive condition.
Additionally, before getting file names, crypto ransomware requires to access the root directory to search through files. One way to access to root directory is to pass the string variable "sdRootDir". Another way is to use the java method getRootPath() which belongs to java.lang API and returns the root directory as a string. We detected the existence of either the method getRootPath() or the string "sdRootDir" in 6.2% of ransomware which was less in benign apps (0.8%). We could trace a pattern for a ransomware behavior in the source code of one of the ransomware apps (MD5: 2557d58b5eecee8de620bb2b12e5423f) which belongs to SimpleLocker(Slocker) family according to VirusTotal that encrypts all data in the device's external storage. This cryptolocker app starts searching through files in directory by method getRootPath() or "sdRootDir", then create an array list of files using getFileNames() followed by encryption function and finally deleteFile() as shown in Figure 15 . It is worth mentioning that database handling APIs was uncommon in ransomware samples. We observed database related API packages; android.database and android.database.sqlite and found that benign apps routinely requested them. APIs android.database and android.database.sqlite called in 98.6% and 92.2% of benign apps, respectively. On the contrary, in ransomware samples, API package android.database was called in almost half of apps while android.database.sqlite called only in 11.2% ransomware apps. This observation may imply that benign apps include a database with higher probability than ransomware apps where most ransomware apps do not have or access database regularly.
Many packages were present in benign but not in ransomware, shown in Figure 16 . Some of these packages requested with higher frequencies such as android.security (67.8%) and android.graphics.fonts (48.6%) while others appeared only in a few benign apps like android.media.effect and java.time.format. 
Build API-RDS Predictive Model

1.
Simulation environment: Weka (https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/) version 3.8 tool was used to evaluate the proposed API-RDS. Weka provides capabilities to train and evaluate classification models given features set [76] . 2.
Evaluation metrics:
As for evaluation metrics, we used True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) to measure the performance of the machine learning model. True positive and true negative refer to ransomware and benign applications that are correctly classified. In particular, true positive rate is calculated in Equation (8) where, FN indicates the number of instances in a specific class, which is classified incorrectly as the other class type. FN rate is calculated in Equation (9).
False positive on the other hand, is the rate of instances falsely classified as a given class. False positive rate is measured in Equation (10) where TN represents all instances correctly classified as not the given class. TN is calculated in Equation (11) .
Accuracy as well is the main measure to evaluate the performance of API-RDS. The accuracy is the fraction of the correctly predicted labels to the total predicted labels defined as follows:
Also, cost-sensitive analysis metric must be included as an evaluation metric to evaluate the classifier performance. ROC (receiver operating characteristics) is used to recognize the appropriate reflection of the classifier. It is a visualization tool that easily clarifies whether the classifier is appropriate or not by examining the performance of a binary classifier, by creating a graph of the true positives (TP) and False Positives (FP) for every classification threshold. We measured the AUC (area under the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve where a perfect classifier will have an AUC of 1. Thus, the closer the AUC is to 1, the higher the model's predictive power. Another metric considered is the Kappa statistic that is used to the compliance of predictions with regard to classification values. Kappa is calculated as seen in Equation (13).
where as ObservedAccuracy = TP benign + TP ransomware (14) and ExpectedAccuracy =
In particular, Kappa measures the reliability of classification decisions. The best case is denoted by 1 if the classification values (ransomware or benign) are in complete agreement. On the other hand, 0 indicates the worst case. Also, model complexity was one of the metrics used to evaluate the proposed API-RDS. Model complexity refers to the number of features included in the predictive model that will affect the size and the performance of the predictive model [77] .
Classification algorithms (data mining techniques):
Random forest (RF) was chosen as a supervised learning algorithm for ransomware detection. RF is a popular classification algorithm that usually results in a good accuracy of predictions compared to other classification algorithms [78] . It was utilized in many of malware and ransomware detection research [19, 24, 27, 51, 79, 80] . Also, other classification algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), Decision trees (J48) and Naïve Bayes (NB) as well used to measure the accuracy of the proposed approach. SVM have been extensively applied in the detection of malware [21, 44, 79, 80] and ransomware [27, 51] .
Here in this work, a software package was used for SVM called sequential minimal optimization algorithm (SMO) that is available in Weka tool.
In particular, Decision trees (J48) have been successfully applied to predict the existence of malicious behavior of Android apps [19, 27, 49] . Naïve Bayes(NB) also used for classification problems due to low computational complexity [81] as it was used in many of malware [34, 82] and ransomware [49, 51] detection approaches.
Evaluate API-RDS
First, many machine learning classifiers were applied to detect the general accuracy of the proposed model and examine the performance of API-RDS to identify unknown ransomware applications. Second, more experiments were executed to show the performance of filtered and unfiltered datasets of API-RDS compared to one of the state-of-art approaches called R-PackDroid. Figure 17 shows the evaluation structure and the evaluation metrics utilized to compare the performances. 
Performance Evaluation
Data mining technique were used to detect the behavior of ransomware apps based on API packages features. Basing on two datasets, analysis was applied using different classifiers to determine whether the app is ransomware or benign.
The result of scanning ransomware and benign apps were saved in ".csv" file which later converted to arff extension so it could be processed in weka. Dataset-R consisted of 500 ransomware samples while Dataset-B included 500 benign samples. There were 174 feature vector; 173 API packages each with a corresponding label and the last feature was classification either to ransomware or benign.
Experiment 1: General performance
In this experiment, we used both Dataset-R and Dataset-B as training dataset with a total of 1000 apps (500 ransomware apps and 500 benign apps). The algorithm used was Random Forest classifier with a 10-fold cross validation testing mode. The resulting metrics as shown in Table 6 indicates a strong predictive performance from the suggested model. The accuracy of identification was 97% to distinguish 1000 different ransomware and benign samples. The measured Kappa for the cross validation result was 0.94 which gives a good indication of the performance of random forest classifier used in the experiment. In general, False Positive ratio (FP) was 2% and 4% for ransomware and benign, respectively.
In particular, 20 benign samples out of 500 (4%) were mistakenly identified as ransomware and 96% of benign apps are correctly labeled. While 98% of ransomware apps out of 500 were identified and only 10 ransomware apps incorrectly labeled as legitimate apps. The number of ransomware correctly classified (TP) is 490 and the number of benign correctly classified (TN) is 480 apps. Table 6 shows these values. We utilized other widely used machine learning classifiers with 10 fold cross validation. The classifiers that were applied are Sequential minimal optimization (SMO), Decision trees (J48) and Naïve Bayes. From Figure 18 , we can notice that all classifiers provided high detection accuracy. Random Forest has the highest accuracy for the proposed model, followed by Decision trees (J48) with 96.6% detection rate. Also, SMO classifier achieved a close result with 96.2%. Naïve Bayes classifier exhibited the lowest result with 93.5% of accuracy. Hence, we employed Random Forest to train our model. It is worth observing that the large numbers in benign samples for many API calls (due to size difference), may improve the prediction. In addition, AUC was used to assess the accuracy of the predictive models besides the False Positive ratio. Table 7 shows AUC and average of False Positives for each classifier. Generally, the classifiers achieved high AUC, more than 0.9, meaning low number of false positives. The model Naïve Bayes did not perform well on the dataset and was more prone to False positive ratio compared to other classifiers. Decision Trees (J48) gave a slightly better False Positive ratio than SMO wiht a lower AUC value. Random Forest classifier exhibited the best AUC and the lowest False positive among all classifiers. The ROC plots in Figure 19 shows the excellent AUC performance of the best case model (0.995 from Random Forest) for both benign and ransomware applications. The high results of accuracy, Kappa and AUC are very encouraging, especially when considering a training dataset that is not homogeneous (e.g., ransomware applications from diverse sources and time frames). • Experiment 2: Detection of unknown ransomware This experiment was conducted to predict the accuracy of the model in detecting new and unseen Android apps based on API packages calls. In this experiment, the dataset was separated into training and testing datasets:
Training dataset: includes 800 samples which are a combination of ransomware and benign Android apps. In particular, 400 ransomware from Dataset-R and 400 benign samples from Dataset-B.
2.
Testing dataset: a new samples that are the remaining from Dataset-R and Dataset-B with 100 unseen samples from each dataset. The ransomware samples in the testing dataset were compared with samples in training dataset to assure its uniqueness and that there are no duplicates versions. Benign apps also were new and different than samples in the training dataset. The same features set is prepared; API packages with zero occurrences that were deleted before in training dataset were deleted from this dataset as well.
The main goal of this experiment is to measure the ability of the proposed API-RDS to detect Zero-Day and new/unseen ransomware. We applied Random Forest classifier to predict the maliciousness of the provided samples. Although the testing dataset was new to the model, the accuracy was 96.5% which show the high capability of the proposed model to detect ransomware activity at early stages before the damage happens. The accuracy matrices are shown in Table 8 are indicating that the classifier was able to discriminate between ransomware and benign apps by API calls features extracted through the source code. In particular, the API-RDS successfully identified 96% of ransomware samples and 97% of benign apps. 
Comparison with Related Work
Other experiments were designed to present the comparison of API-RDS with the state-of-the-art approaches. The comparison was applied in terms of the dataset used, detection accuracy and complexity of the model. The proposed API-RDS is considered the first approach that utilizes a unique dataset to build a ransomware detection system. However, it was also important to compare API-RDS to the most, recent related work. We improved R-PackDroid approach [24] which identifies Android ransomware app based on API packages occurrences collected from the source code.
R-PackDroid was designed to classify Android app to ransomware, malware or benign. In its first experiment, the testing set included 440 ransomware where R-PackDroid was able to detect 92.5% of them. The rest of the samples were identified as malware (1.8%) or as benign apps (5.7%). In its second experiment, R-PackDroid identified 68.5% of 985 ransomware samples and the rest were incorrectly identified as malware (23%) or benign (8.5%). Considering the maliciousness of application, R-PackDroid was able to detect 94.3% and 91.4% of the malicious samples in the first and second experiments, respectively. Moreover, R-PackDroid employed imbalanced dataset to discriminate ransomware from benign and generic malware which could bias the classifier performance [83] .
Two scenarios were applied in order to compare with R-PackDroid work. The first one was conducted to have fair comparison with R-PackDroid by testing API-RDS on unfiltered ransomware dataset with duplicate samples. The second scenario was applied on filtered testing dataset with unique ransomware samples. The same training dataset was used in both scenarios with 400 ransomwares and 400 benign samples. In the first scenario, the testing dataset included 700 ransomware samples. API-RDS was able to detect ransomware with 99.4% of accuracy.
Moreover, API-RDS outperformed R-PackDroid in the second scenario as it correctly identified 96% of ransomware apps. There was no filtration for duplicated apps in R-PackDroid. In contrast, in API-RDS second scenario as shown in Table 9 , the dataset of ransomware samples was filtered for duplicated apps and the remaining samples were almost 17% of the overall ransomware dataset. In addition, authors in R-PackDroid used HelDroid dataset that includes 672 ransomware samples. They used 232 ransomware in the training dataset for both experiments and used the rest 440 samples as a testing dataset in their first experiment. Although we could not acquire all the samples in HelDroid ransomware dataset (only 304 samples were obtained), we found only 63 unique samples; which means 79.3% were duplicate samples.
It is important to point that, we also found duplicates between their training and testing datasets. Moreover, API-RDS has the advantage of having a smaller features set which leads to reducing the complexity of the model by 26% compared to R-PackDroid. Table 10 shows a comparison between API-RDS and R-PackDroid. 
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to enhance the detection of ransomware applications in Android platform. Firstly, current ransomware detection approaches were inspected and a deep comparative analysis among them was conducted. We proposed API-based Ransomware Detection System (API-RDS), a scalable framework for static analysis of Android applications to detect ransomware apps. The proposed API-RDS system is a proactive mechanism based on data mining and machine learning. This system statically scans an Android app by inspecting API packages calls in the source code and reports the classification of seen and unseen app either to clean app or ransomware. API packages occurrences frequency were compared between ransomware and benign apps. Also, the study identified API packages that mostly differentiate ransomware app from benign , for example, android.app.admin and android.database.sqlite. In addition to the API-packages that were never used or highly used in benign or/and ransomware apps. In contrast to previously proposed systems, a high-quality unique dataset was used instead of duplicated samples that may affect the data mining results and distort their accuracy. One of the significant contributions of this work is to develop a unique and reliable ransomware dataset. Out of 2959 ransomware samples, we found nearly 17% of these samples were unique.
To demonstrate the capability of the proposed API-RDS, various experiments were conducted. The first experiment was conducted to evaluate the general performance of API-RDS. Different classification algorithms were applied where the best accuracy level achieved by Random Forest with 97% accuracy, 0.995 AUC performance, 0.94 Kappa and obtained a significantly low false negative rate. With further future improvements, the performance would be even higher. In addition, a second experiment was applied to evaluate the performance of API-RDS for detecting new ransomware apps. API-RDS successfully identified 96% of unseen ransomware samples and 97% of unseen benign apps. The overall accuracy was 96.5%.
The last experiment aimed to compare API-RDS to state-of-the-art approaches(R-PackDroid), whether the datasets were filtered or not to have a fair comparison with the related work. The best detection accuracy achieved by R-PackDroid was 94.3% whereas API-RDS attained 99.4% and 96% accuracy using unfiltered and filtered datasets; respectively. Moreover, the complexity of the classification model was reduced by 26% due to features set reduction.
It is worth mentioning that API-RDS service could be provided in terms of a mobile app, a website app or integrated with other static/dynamic detection systems. Moreover, the unique constructed datasets in this research including the apps samples themselves and the API-calls datasets for both benign and ransomware apps are available to researchers and developers.
For future work, other static metrics could be deeply investigated and added to the system. The application category could be examined to differentiate ransomware apps because many ransomware apps in our dataset belong to specific categories such as games and flash players. Intelligence solutions could also be injected to measure the significance of static metrics in the detection process. Additionally, the proposed system could be complemented by dynamic analysis to even enhance more the detection accuracy while considering the efficiency of the system. 
